
The trumpeting of Instant Messaging (IM) as “the next big
thing” has been a staple of the computer trade media for several
years now. In fact, I’ve been reading about how it is going to

transform the workplace for, oh—forever, and I’m a little tired of it.
Even so, while perhaps not yet the “next big thing,” IM has shown an
inexorable march into the daily life of computer users, whether as a
means to communicate with others at work or home.

For some IM may still seem a gimmicky toy for teenagers, or even have
a vaguely unsavory aura about it. But things are changing; a few weeks
ago I bought a new house, and in the tense offer process my real estate
agent surprised me by sending an IM to the seller’s attorney to clarify a
contract point. As I watched this moment unfold I thought to myself:
“Wow, maybe IM is finally hitting the mainstream.” Right before my very
eyes, representatives of two common professions were communicating
instantaneously without the lag-time of emails or missed phone calls. For
me, this demonstration of the power of IM was delightful if only because
it saved me several hours of new home-buyer anxiety!

The history of IM is fascinating, and in an excellent article in this
issue, Jim Rue outlines that story along with the possibilities, risks and
future directions of IM. However, my focus in this shareware column is
on a personal-technology level. I try to look at software that can simplify
your workday and personal life for little or no cost. So, this article con-
centrates on the end-user side of IM, and reviews in detail specific
client applications.

A word about terminology: Of course, back-end messaging server
software is beyond the scope of this article, and we will be looking only
at IM clients this month. An IM “client” is simply the user front-end
for a given IM service; “transport” refers to the specific protocol used
with that client (such as AIM, Jabber, Yahoo, or MSN Messenger).

WHAT’S WRONG WITH “MY FAVORITE CLIENT”?

If you are lucky enough to restrict your social and external business
contacts to users of only one service, then there is nothing wrong with
any of the major IM clients from the “big three” services. AOL,
Yahoo and MSN all provide robust and powerful clients with loads of
features. Rather, perhaps I should say “overloads” of features!
Bloated with news and stock tickers, Webcam options and other bells
and whistles, the mainstream clients have everything. If you like the
mainstream IM “telephone” features, for example, then you may need
one of the “big three” clients. But to me, that’s just silly. Maybe I’m
old-fashioned, but in my opinion, a telephone is still an awesome tool
for making a phone call.

One significant reason to use an alternative client is that if you are not a
Windows user, you may be disappointed by feature lag in the Macintosh or
Linux versions of mainstream clients. For example, MSN Messenger is not
available at all for Linux. I imagine nobody is surprised by this omission
by Microsoft, but it is a nuisance nonetheless. Other mainstream IM clients
try a little harder; AIM gets higher marks for trying to please everybody,
with clients available for Macintosh, Palm and Linux.

Even so, the official AIM client for Linux lags the Windows version
considerably and is a fairly half-hearted attempt at serving Linux users. In
this article, I will only be looking at Windows clients; most Linux users
will find GAIM, an AIM clone, bundled with their software. Many other
excellent Linux clients exist, and I plan to address them in a future column.

What I think may really be wrong with your favorite client is that it
does far more than you wish or need it to. Do you really want AIM to
send you the pet of the week? Are Yahoo’s “IMVironments” (“eye-
candy” themes such as Hello Kitty graphics) really important?

Last, but not least, you should be seriously concerned about the
license agreements accompanying the major client applications. All
services perform fairly extensive tracking of account user information
and data, but downloading and installing their client makes the task that
much easier for them. While I cannot specifically state the extent or
nature of their use of identifiable information, the EULA’s alone are
unsettling, and the clients seem like an all too easy way to let the wolf
in the door.

MULTI-TRANSPORT CLIENTS

The fact is, if you need to communicate with people on all three serv-
ices, running all three major clients at once taxes your PC’s resources
to the tune of about fifty megabytes of RAM. I for one can think of bet-
ter things to do with my PC’s resources. This is where multi-transport
clients shine; they each provide connectivity to all the major IM serv-
ices in one convenient application.

In this feudal world of messaging services, multi-transport clients
have their compromises, getting blocked by the services is the main
issue. Sometimes the “big boys” succeed at locking out the other
clients, and a brief cat-and-mouse game occurs between the independ-
ent client coders and the service, leading to brief outages of connectiv-
ity for a given “big three” service. In the four years I’ve been using
alternative clients, however, I have encountered only a few days of out-
ages, and the creators of alternative clients usually quickly patch their
products to adapt to the unexpected changes to the proprietary messag-
ing protocol wrought by the major services.
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Odigo 4.0 Beta
Odigo clearly has the teen and young adult demographic in its

crosshairs, and it shows painfully in the interface of this IM client.
Maybe I’m just a fogey, but I found the interface rather confounding.
The splash screen as the program starts was my first clue—a cartoon
depicting a crowd of MTV-esque youth. Nonetheless, the program does
have some interesting ideas and is the most intriguing concept socially
of those reviewed here.

The interface is rather busy in appearance, but the needed function-
ality is there, with a well-implemented contact list system and multi-
user features. The problem is that there is so much effort to push the
social part of the service that the simple task of communicating via text
is lost in the hoopla.

Owned by messaging giant Comverse, Odigo calls itself “the world’s
friendliest IM community” and one of the ways it accomplishes that is
by allowing you to select an “intention” with your screen name, indi-
cating to other users that you are “looking to meet new people” or per-
haps play an on-line game. That’s certainly a nice idea, although the
usual caveats to beware of ill-intentioned users apply. In spite of my
misgivings, I was pleasantly surprised by how quickly I was matched
with people sharing my interests, and found them normal enough. Still,
something about it gave me the creeps, and I’m afraid that’s a genera-
tional thing.

For many users, that will be Odigo’s very appeal, and if you are look-
ing for an intriguing blend of technology and socializing, Odigo may
be worth a look.

Trillian 0.74G
I may as well come out and say it—Trillian is my favorite multi-

transport client by far. A clean and handsome interface sports a fea-
ture of surprising value for an application that stays open all day; it
uses little screen space. Other nice touches include the grouping of
contacts using different services but sharing an attribute (such as
“family”) into one nickname, a logical and handy way to organize
these. In the same vein, a person with multiple IM accounts can be
grouped into a “Meta-Contact,” where all that persons ID’s are acces-
sible through a single entry.

Other valuable features include global changes to all your service
accounts at once; in other words, with one click you can indicate
“away” on all your IM accounts. More clever ideas are found in the
very granular event-alert options, by which you can assign a special
sound to the sign-on of one particular service or different sounds to
different types of messages. My favorite feature is the nifty URL
grabber that extracts Web addresses sent to you via IM and allows
you to export them to HTML or text files for easy use. I use it all
the time.

Last, but not least, outstanding logging features and security options
make Trillian one of the best choices for secure and auditable IM com-
munications.

Trillian is also the most reliable multi-protocol client I’ve used. They
have always promptly resolved connectivity issues shortly after the prob-
lem occurred. In the cat-and-mouse game, Trillain’s coders are clearly tal-
ented mice.

Trillian is available in two versions—Basic and Pro. The pro version
offers numerous improvements, and even though every other client
reviewed in this article is free, I think TrillianPro is well worth the
twenty-five dollar price tag. The free “Basic” client is, well—the best
deal I can imagine, since I would happily pay for it as well.

JABBER CLIENTS

Jabber is an open-source implementation of IM using XML streams.
There are a wealth of publicly-accessible Jabber servers, and most also
support the proprietary IM services as well via gateways. However, one
drawback of this gateway system is that connectivity tends to be a bit
of a nuisance. The Jabber project FAQ unequivocally states: “Although
many Jabber servers run gateways to the legacy IM services, Jabber is
not primarily focused on such interoperability, because it is outside our
control.” In other words, no guarantees.

Also, like all open-source projects there is a slightly higher level of
complexity, and it is apparent at times that the Jabber project and
clients are still a work in progress. For example, file transfers are only
partially supported.

So why use Jabber? It is more secure, and that may be reason
enough; security is not an afterthought in the Jabber but rather built
right in to the core specifications of the technology. The other obvious
reason is that it is customizable and open-source, and in fact writing
customizations is very simple. Finally, clients are available for almost
every platform including obsolete ones. Jabber is one of the triumphs
of the open-source ideal, and in the long run may even trump the pro-
prietary IM systems.

Nothing really sets the following clients apart from one another; all will
do the job and are stable and convenient. It’s primarily a matter of personal
preference, but if I had to vote for one, I would probably choose Exodus.

Exodus 0.90
Exodus is among the most popular Jabber clients for Windows, and

it’s easy to see why: it is a handsome and elegant client. The interface
is clean and well-done, with a dockable and tabbed interface. Multi-
user suport is built-in, along with plug-in support, excellent logging
capabilities, and many other features. It is a highly polished application
and should be tops on your list of clients to consider.

RhymBox 1.6
RhymBox is one of the more mature Jabber clients. However, it is

dependent upon Internet Explorer. The authors clearly have interest in
co-branding and commercial possibilities with the client, and it shows
in some professional-looking interface features found in RhymBox.
That said, there is nothing spectacular about RhymBox; it is simply a
good, solid implementation of a Jabber client.

Miranda 0.32
This client is comparable to many other Jabber clients with one

exception—it’s tiny. It fits easily on a floppy and uses very little
memory. It’s tiny in screen use too, taking the least display space of
any IM I’ve seen. Additional features can be added via plug-ins, and
an active community churns out an impressive array of these con-
stantly. While the interface is not quite as pleasing as Exodus or
RhymBox (a necessary compromise to keep the footprint so small), it
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The Jabber Project: http://www.jabber.org
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Miranda: http://miranda-im.org
Exodus: http://exodus.jabberstudio.org
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is probably the fastest Jabber client I’ve used for Windows and would
be a good choice for basic needs.

CONCLUSION

As always, comments are welcome at jimj@naspa.com, and most
applications reviewed in this column are available for download in your
NaSPA member libraries.  

Jim Justen is the NaSPA VP of Shareware. He worked in broadcast engineer-
ing in the early ’80s, and as the “electronics guy,” was assigned to support
early PCs, networks and embedded systems.
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